Similarly, let ß: R -• 2R be another maximal monotone mapping and let ß be the mapping in L2{Y) induced by /3.
Proposition. Suppose that all the conditions on the operator L and the mappings y and ß described above are satisfied. Suppose also that there exists s £ D(y) Cl D (ß) with 0 £ ß(sQ). Then for every given f £ L (G), there exists u £ H2{G) such that (2) Lu + y(u) 3 f in the sense of L (G),
where n is the outward normal to Y.
Before proving this proposition in §2, we would like to make a few comments. When (i) y s 0 and the bilinear form Proof of the proposition. We observe that by shifting and changing variable, we can assume without loss of generality that 0 £y(0) and 0 £ ß(0).
Then y((0) = /3f(0) = 0. The proof consists of proving that the approximate problem (7) Lu+y((u) = f,
has a solution u £ H2iG) for all f > 0 sufficiently small. We then pass to the limit as í I 0 using estimates for 72 independent of t.
I. Proof that the approximate problem has a solution. Let H -U ! is the norm in Hl(G)) satisfying (9) and (10) with e = e Taking the inner product in L2(C) of (9) with ?2-w^ = t2_222 we obtain a'(w , w ) + L n~2ß (u )u dY + | ri~ y (72 )í2 íZx
where ||-||0 is the norm in L2(G). From this we deduce Here and in the sequel C denotes various positive constants independent of y, ß, (. Now taking the inner product in L (G) of (9) with n~ ye (u ) we so that the second integral is also nonnegative. We then deduce that 77 We now write
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Since the right-hand side of (13) (7) with 22 and then with yAu)), we see that there is a constant C independent of t such that a solution u of (7) and (8) From the proposition we deduce the following Corollary. Suppose that the conditions in the proposition are satisfied.
Then for any k^ > 0, k2 > 0, the boundary value problem Lu + y{u) 3 f, -k^u -k2du/dv £ ß(ui ) has a solution u £ H2ÍG).
Proof. The boundary condition can be written as -du/dv £ kxk~lu + k~lß{u\).
On the other hand, it can be verified that k.kZlI + k~ ß is a maximal 
